Molecular applications of analytical gradient approach for the improved virtual orbital-complete active space configuration interaction method.
The improved virtual orbital-complete active space configuration interaction (IVO-CASCI) method is extended to determine the geometry and vibrational frequencies for ground and excited electronic states using an analytical total energy gradient scheme involving both first and second order analytical derivatives. Illustrative applications consider the ground state geometries of the benzene (C(6)H(6)), biphenyl (C(12)H(10)), and alanine dipeptide (CH(3)CONHCHCH(3)CONHCH(3)) molecules. In addition, the IVO-CASCI geometry optimization has been performed for the first excited singlet ((1)B(2u)) and triplet states ((3)B(1u)) of benzene to assess its applicability for excited and open-shell systems. The D(6h) symmetry benzene triplet optimization produces a saddle point, and a descent along the unstable mode produces the stable minimum. Comparisons with Hartree-Fock, second order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF), and density functional theory demonstrate that the IVO-CASCI approach generally fares comparable to or better for all systems studied. The vibrational frequencies of the benzene and biphenyl molecules computed with the analytical gradient based IVO-CASCI method agree with the experiment and with other accurate theoretical estimates. Satisfactory agreement between our results, other benchmark calculations, and available experiment demonstrates the efficacy and potential of the method. The close similarity between CASSCF and IVO-CASCI optimized geometries and the greater computational efficiency of the IVO-CASCI method suggests the replacement of CASSCF treatments by the IVO-CASCI approach, which is free from the convergence problems that often plague CASSCF treatments.